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222 South Riverside Plaza

Mechanical Value-Add Improvements
Building Data: 1,237,455-square-foot, 34-story office building in downtown Chicago. Originally
constructed in 1971, the building sits atop the terminal for Chicago Union Station.
Scope of Project: G/BA performed an energy study, created a full-building energy model, designed
the recommended improvements, and commissioned the new systems. These changes have resulted
in major reductions in both resource usage and costs.
Project Summary:
222 South Riverside Plaza has more than
1.23 million square feet of conditioned space.
The first floor consists of the main building
entry and retail space. The second floor is
mechanical space for equipment serving
floors 3 through 19, also known as the “lowrise.” The “high-rise” consists of floors 20
through 34, served by mechanical equipment
on the 35th floor.
The current owner acquired the property
in December 2014. As part of the purchsing
process, a number of MEP upgrade
projects were identified. Grumman/Butkus
Associates was retained by JLL, the owner’s
representative, to perform an energy study,
create a full-building energy model, design
the recommended improvements, and
commission the new systems. These changes have resulted in major reductions in both
resource usage and costs.
Facility renovation and upgrade projects included the following:
• Install VFDs on all supply and exhaust/return fans and integrate to BAS.
• Install air flow measuring stations for all AHUs and integrate to BAS.
• Install variable air volume terminal units including air flow measuring for floor-byfloor quadrant control, converting the total air distribution system to VAV. Future floor
renovations will include VAV terminal units.
• Seal supply air risers up to and around new terminal units and downstream reheat coils.
• Replace control panels and motor starters and add VFDs to two chillers to convert to
variable speed.
• Add VFDs to the five 200-hp primary chilled water pumps
• Install modulating control valves and magnetic flow meters on evaporator side of each
chiller.
• Install modulating control valves and differential pressure sensors on condenser side of
each chiller.
• Replace motors and install VFDs on high-rise tenant condenser water system cooling
tower fans.
• Replace fill on high-rise tenant condenser water system cooling towers.
• Replace four elevator machine room HVAC systems.
• Replace four river water pumps and add VFDs to four new river water pumps and
integrate to BAS.
• Replace river water piping from water inlet to strainers.
In addition, the engineers devised numerous improvements to control strategies:
• Implement a discharge air temperature reset controls strategy to all fan systems.
• Implement a static pressure reset to all core fan systems to a minimum static pressure of
0.5-in. w.c.
• Convert chilled water system to variable volume.
• Implement a chilled water differential pressure setpoint reset strategy based on cooling
coil valve position.
• Complete conversion of existing Barber Colman BAS to new Niagara system.
• Convert river water system to variable volume and optimize pump staging through
enhanced controls.
• Reduce over-pumping of river water system through flow-limiting devices and
enhanced controls.
• AHU control sequences were modified to optimize free cooling.
• AHU sequences were modified to include a morning warm-up cycle to prevent excess
humidity from entering the spaces.

Energy Efficiency: Since changes began to be implemented, the building’s electricity use is
down 15%. On a peak cooling day, the high-rise core AHUs operated at 85% speed, and the
low-rise core AHUs operated at 53% (compared with 100% speed and constant volume). Peak
chiller operation has reduced from three chillers to two.
Not all of the savings have been achieved since a full year has not passed since
implementation was completed. G/BA anticipates that the savings will reach 22% of total
energy consumption. The Annual Electricity Consumption chart below provides details.

Year

Annual
Energy
Consumption
(kWh/yr)

Energy
Consumption
(MMBtu/yr)

Energy Usage
Intensity
(kBtu/ft 2 - yr)

Electric
Energy Cost
($/yr)

Cooling
Degree Days

2014

12,171,592

41,542

37.7

$1,095,443

2,130.6

2016

10,289,221

35,117

31.9

$926,030

2,655.3

Savings

1,882,371

6,425

5.8

$169,413

-524.7

Indoor Air Quality: No system changes were made that would compromise the indoor air
quality. Space temperature sensors were replaced to provide better temperature control, and
CO2 sensors were upgraded.
Innovation: The project was a collaborative effort that involved not only management and
design engineers, but also significant input from the facilities staff and controls contractors.
Weekly meetings were held as implementation progressed, allowing the team to discuss how to
resolve issues effectively while maintaining design integrity and optimizing energy efficiency.
Operations and Maintenance: Operating and maintenance costs were reduced in several
areas. Four elevator machine room HVAC units that were at their end of life were replaced
with new, higher efficiency models. Adding VFDs on two of the chillers, the chilled water
pumps, river water pumps, tenant condenser water pumps, cooling tower fans, and supply
and exhaust/return fans increased operational efficiency. This upgrade will also prolong the
life of the chillers, pumps, and fans.
More equipment is now accessible via the building automation system, which also includes
new alarms. An “override page” shows the building operators any setpoint changes or
override commands that are preventing the BAS from operating in full automation per the
design. Staff can assess, and quickly respond to, any system changes or issues detected.
Cost Effectiveness: Projects were divided between operations and capital funds. Operations
projects included upgrading equipment and replacing units that were at the end of their
useful life. Capital projects included long-term energy measures, such as adding VFDs to
chillers. Through the building automation system upgrade, additional short-term energy
saving measures were implemented, such as discharge air temperature reset and static
pressure reset.
Environmental Impact:
The project’s energy use
reductions have obvious
positive environmental
effects. Fans operating
at lower speeds result in
reduced filter replacements
and waste. Optimization
of the discharge air
temperature control
reduces chiller run
time and therefore cuts
refrigerant use. Reduced
chiller operation also cuts
water use, accompanied by
reductions in condensate
waste, sewer discharge,
and related treatment.
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MONITORING-BASED COMMISSIONING
Data-Driven HVAC Optimization

2016 Excellence in Engineering Award • ASHRAE Illinois Chapter
500 West Madison is One Place. Every Thing. Originally constructed in 1987, the
1.46–million–square–foot building underwent major renovation in 2014–2015.
Tenants enjoy best-in-class service and amenities at this LEED Gold, ENERGY STARcertified building. Transwestern performs property management and office leasing.
500 West Madison was purchased by KBS Realty Advisors in December 2013.
Sieben Energy Associates, together with 500 West Madison staff and building
engineers, and ComEd’s energy efficiency incentive program administrator Nexant,
performed monitoring-based commissioning.

Implemented Measures
Annual Electricity Savings
Annual Energy Cost Savings
Implementation Cost
Simple Payback

7
1,992,000 kWh
$113,000
$55,000
3 Months

What is Monitoring-Based Commissioning?
Monitoring-based commissioning (MBCx), also known as continuous or ongoing commissioning, is the practice of optimizing energy
performance by capturing, observing, and analyzing large HVAC data sets. MBCx leverages big data to reduce operating costs. In addition to
uncovering measures and highlighting anomalies, MBCx helps ensure the persistence and ROI of previous efficiency investments.

Project Summary
The team collaborated on a well-executed MBCx project, generating actionable data to justify energysaving adjustments, and helping Transwestern achieve more ambitious energy goals.
Sieben Energy Associates (SEA) established protocols to acquire 5-minute interval data for all
monitored BAS points. SEA employed specialized software to observe HVAC equipment trends, identify
dozens of operational anomalies, and propose and evaluate energy-saving measures.
Over the course of 24 months, 7 measures were implemented, yielding annual electricity savings of
nearly 2 million kilowatt-hours. The 7 measures included:





Staged winter optimum-start control sequences and less dependence on supply fan heaters.
Automatic reset of discharge air temperatures and static pressure setpoints.
Closing of minimum outside air dampers at specified times.
Repairing of unoccupied temperature setback controls.

Although the measures are not particularly complex or costly, none of them would have been readily
found without SEA’s data analytics and engineering expertise. 500 West Madison’s increasing ENERGY
STAR score and decreasing energy expense demonstrated the success of SEA’s MBCx program.
The graphic below depicts AHU and FPB operations following staged optimum-start implementation.

Sieben
Energy
Associates

Chicago • Detroit • San Diego
SiebenEnergy.com • 312.899.1000

CASE STUDY

BEIJING GREENLAND CENTER
BEIJING, CHINA

Anchoring Beijing’s Dawangjing business district, the mixed-use
Beijing Greenland Center is a highly sustainable landmark building
equidistant from Beijing’s bustling core and the airport. The 260-metertall, 55-story tower prioritizes sustainability and efficiency and is clad
in a prismatic trapezoidal glass façade that generates self-shading to
enhance the building’s environmental performance.
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) sought to create an elegant, eyecatching tower by exploring interactions between simple form, light, and
shadow. In a response to Beijing’s overcast skies, the tower catches and
reflects daylight to enliven the surrounding neighborhood. The tower
accommodates multiple programs—Class A office space and serviced
apartments—and connects to an attached multi-story retail podium.
The tower stacks 178 serviced apartments on top of four office floor
zones, organized around a simple rectangular plan with a central core to
maximize flexibility.
The tower’s striking façade pattern is informed by the bas relief carving
technique: Isosceles trapezoidal modules function as prisms, catching
daylight and refracting it to create an interplay of light and shadow. Each
face is composed of two vertical, low-E insulated vision glass panels.
Two trapezoid types alternate in a regular pattern up the tower’s height,
tapering toward the sky or the neighborhood below. The trapezoidal
skin increases the building’s performance, providing energy-saving selfshading on all faces.
The design aims to achieve a 30% reduction in energy use and water
consumption compared to baseline by utilizing sustainable features
such as a Direct Digital Control building automation system, a heat
reclaim wheel, variable speed pumps for heating and cooling, and a
water-side economizer to utilize evaporative cooling.
Addressing a need for environmentally responsible, mixed-use urban
development, Beijing Greenland Center is a highly visible example of
how visually striking design can also be highly flexible and sustainable.

COMPLETED MARCH 2016
SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL LLP

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Flat facade

BEIJING GREENLAND CENTER
SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL LLP
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Undulating self-shading facade
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Daylighting
Natural light is maximized by the Skylight and
floor-to-ceiling glazing in classrooms and offices.

Efficient Artificial Lighting
Energy efficient fixtures, daylight sensors,
occupancy sensors, motorized shades.

Deep Sky Radiation
Radiant tubes counteract nighttime temperature
swings due to high-altitude deep sky radiation.

High Performance Glazing
Solar Heat Gain Coefficients are optimized with
low-e coatings and frit.

Displacement Ventilation
100% outside air is delivered at low speeds near
the floor.

Structural Design
Deep horizontal steel fins aid direct solar
shading.

Radiant Heating and Cooling
Thermally active concrete slabs transfer heat
more efficiently than all-air heating and cooling
systems.

High SRI
Paving with a hight Solar Reflectance Index
reflects sunlight instead of absorbing it.

Garden Microclimates
Trees, turf, and fountains reduce heat load on
adjacent vertical glazing.

Skylight Natural Ventilation
Air heated by entering sunlight induces the
solar chimney effect, exhausting through hidden
operable vents.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
CENTER FOR CHARACTER AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
In 1954, Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill (SOM) was selected to design
a campus for the newly created United States Air Force Academy
on a picturesque site abutting the Rocky Mountains. In contrast to
this rugged backdrop, the designers created a rigorously modern
campus with an iconic chapel at its center. To integrate character
and leadership development into the cadet experience and house
a think tank for leadership initiatives nationwide, a new space
was needed that would elevate these important functions and fit
seamlessly into the National Historic Landmark District–designated
campus.
The Center for Character and Leadership Development (CCLD)
meets these needs with a design that serves as an architectural focal
point for the campus. Optically aligned with with Polaris — the North
Star — the CCLD’s soaring 105-foot-high skylight structure is a
symbolic compass, reflecting the Academy’s steadfast commitment
to guiding the next generation of military and civic leaders.
Constructed of diagonal steel plates composed in a triangular grid,
precisely calibrated to resist laterial forces, the skylight is fluid-yetdisciplined anchor for the campus.
Sustainable leadership goals extend beyond building systems to
include additional site-wide strategies that reduce the environmental
impact of the CCLD. The Center is LEED® Gold-certified (version
2.2), and is designed to achieve LEED® Platinum. To meet these
goals and achieve a 37% energy cost reduction, the design team
developed integrated building systems that influence all aspects of
the building’s design, construction, and operation. Radiant heating
and cooling, high-efficiency air handling units, and displacement
ventilation help significantly reduce energy expenditure.
The large plaza area above the CCLD also serves as the roof and is
paved with high solar reflectance index (SRI) materials to reduce
heat island effect by reflecting sunlight rather than absorbing it. The
landscaping is a turf-only scenario — “Air Garden” terraces were
seeded with Green Resistor grass seed, and no permanent irrigation
system was required.
With the soaring meeting place at its center, the CCLD forms a new
place for convening on the Academy campus, ushering in the next
generation of leaders with its uplifting, highly sustainable design.

COMPLETED MAY 2016
SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL LLP
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Chicago Botanic Garden – Learning Center
Glencoe, Illinois

Image 1: Solar Panels

Renewable Energy
The solar photovoltaic system, with
panels installed on the 2nd floor
roof structure, is comprised of
micro-inverters, 83 photovoltaic
panels, rack system, grounding
and web based monitoring, which
is also integrated into the BAS.
System output summary:

23,012 kWh/year
Estimated Solar PV Output

78.52 Million Btu/year
Estimated Equivalent Solar
PV Output

7% Estimated Total Energy
Offset from Solar PV

Image 3: Classroom Section View

Image 2: Underground Ductwork

Construction Methods
The unique curvature of the
Learning Center required
innovative design strategies for
implementation and installation of
building systems and extensive
coordination within available
ceiling cavities, due to the angled
light scoops and wells.
Underground ductwork was used
to minimize overhead space
requirements. Use of flex
connections for perimeter fin tube
radiation and type K soft copper
for plumbing mains allowed for
each bend radius to be achieved.

Project Overview
The Learning Center is the center piece of the new Regenstein
Learning Campus, serving youth and adults with an enhanced focus on
educational and science based classroom and community programs.
The Learning Center is a 26,700 ft2 facility, for which ESD provided
mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire alarm, fire protection, and
automation design services, and was designed to achieve LEED
Platinum Certification.
System Description
The mechanical and plumbing systems are primarily contained within
the basement level, which is also used as a tornado shelter. The first
floor wings consist of classrooms, ITW kitchen classroom, and larger
community program rooms; while the second floor consists of an office
suite for staff.
Mechanical ventilation is provided from a single variable air volume air
handling unit, serving VAV terminal units. The mechanical cooling
system consists of a single air cooled chiller and variable flow chilled
water pumps. The heating system consists of two high efficiency
condensing boilers with a primary-secondary pumping arrangement.
The domestic water system consists of high efficiency gas-fired water
heaters.
Lighting Controls
The extensive use of light scoops and overall building design resulted in
90% natural daylight views. The lighting system includes LED fixtures,
90% occupant controllability, active daylight harvesting, and dimmable
emergency lighting when the building is unoccupied for a minimum
amount of time. Monitoring and control of interior lighting was
implemented on a per fixture basis, and exterior lighting on a zone
basis.
Energy Efficiency & Conservation
The facility is projected to achieve approximately 50% energy cost
savings, as compared to the baseline model. In addition, the design
achieved a 40% reduction in water use.
Rain water harvesting is performed by diverting water from the storm
water management system into an existing storage system and is
reused for irrigation.
Additional Features
The building automation system (BAS) is an expansion of the existing
BACnet campus system, which drives efficient operation of the HVAC
systems and integrates to various building systems including: natural
gas generator, PV system, lighting, meters, etc. This data is also
displayed real-time on a dashboard in main lobby as an educational tool
for visitors, showing: actual consumption of lighting power, receptacle
power, HVAC power, PV performance, gas usage and water usage.

Elmhurst Memorial Hospital
Monitoring-Based Commissioning

Facility Data: 866,000-square-foot hospital in west suburban Chicago, including 15 surgical rooms
and two C-section rooms.
Scope of Project: G/BA commissioned mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and related building
automation system controls, as well as a new central heating and cooling plant, in a major design/
build project.
measures based on the potential savings and the contractor implementation costs. The
hospital then selected energy conservation measures to be implemented.
The engineer supported the contractor during the implementation process. After
implementation was complete, the MBCx partner’s software was used to confirm that the
ECMs were successfully installed and operational. Verification savings were computed for
each of the measures.
This process was repeated multiple times throughout the MBCx project as anomalies were
identified by the software. The cycle was repeated throughout an 18-month contract period,
which allowed the software to examine the building operation through a full-year weather
cycle to analyze both cooling and heating season opportunities.
Energy Efficiency
A total of seven ECMs were implemented during the project, with a total verified annual
savings of 794,000 kWh ($36,000) and 74 kW in demand savings. Measures included supply
air temperature reset, condenser water temperature reset, economizer optimization, static
pressure reset, and chilled water and hot water differential pressure reset.

Project Summary:
Elmhurst Memorial Hospital (EMH) is an 866,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art acute care
facility in Elmhurst, IL. The hospital features 259 private beds, a high-tech emergency
services department, and technologically advanced surgical suites. The $450 million
hospital has 15 air-handling units delivering 540,000 CFM; a 5,500-ton chiller plant; and a
2,400-bhp steam boiler plant.
Opened in 2011, the Prairie-style facility includes all-private inpatient rooms with individual
climate controls and natural lighting. According to the project management team, much
thought was given to efficiency and safety. “The rooms are all oriented the same way,
streamlining staff procedures and eliminating confusion. Related critical care components
such as the emergency department, the intensive care unit (ICU), operating rooms and sterile
processing are adjacent, maximizing employee efficiency and minimizing patient transport
time. Other concepts likewise create efficiencies, such as linen closets in between rooms and
decentralized elevators.”

Indoor Air Quality
As one of the energy conservation measures, the facility economizer sequence was improved,
increasing the number of hours where the air-handling units were at 100% outside air.
Innovation
This MCBx effort is at the forefront of technology for the commissioning field.
Operations and Maintenance
A number of maintenance-related items were identified by the software. These included
faulty temperature sensors and sensors requiring calibration.
Cost Effectiveness
The total cost for the project was approximately $162,000, which included software and
integration costs, monthly service fees (24 months), and engineering fees. The hospital
received $81,000 in ComEd incentives ($25,000 software incentive and $56,000 of incentives
for implementation of ECMs). Along with an annual energy savings of $43,000, the simple
payback for the project was 1.3 years.

Grumman/Butkus Associates partnered with Schneider Electric (the
software provider and controls contractor) to implement a comprehensive
monitoring-based commissioning (MBCx) program at the hospital as part
of the ComEd Smart Ideas energy efficiency program. MBCx is a method
of achieving energy savings through the analysis of data collected from the
building automation system (BAS).
In 2014, software was installed at Elmhurst Memorial Hospital to extract
data from the BAS. The data was sent to the cloud, where it was organized
and analyzed by the MBCx partner’s software platform.
The analysis consisted of applying various algorithms to the data, seeking
energy saving opportunities, maintenance issues, and indoor air quality
issues. Simple algorithms, for example, looked for sensors that might be
drifting from their setpoints. More complex algorithms looked for potential
controls sequence improvements.
The results of the analysis were summarized electronically and were
made accessible through a secure website. The data could then be filtered
by various categories, including type of algorithm, equipment type, and
potential energy savings.
The engineer and the MBCx partner periodically reviewed the results
of the software analysis to look for energy saving opportunities.
Maintenance and IAQ issues were also summarized. Anomalies were fieldverified to rule out the possibility of false positives in the data analysis.
Energy calculations were also performed to quantify potential energy
savings. A simple payback was calculated for each of the recommended
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R ETRO -C OMMISSIONING

Low Cost, Fast Payback, Strong ROI

2016 Excellence in Engineering Award • ASHRAE Illinois Chapter
Grace Lake Corporate Center

Grace Lake Corporate Center, originally constructed in 2004, is a 10-building office,
research, and lab complex located in Van Buren Township, Michigan. Visteon
Corporation and General Electric occupy the 882,000–square–foot complex, which
includes a data center, fitness center, document center, and café. Sovereign
Partners owns and manages Grace Lake Corporate Center.
Sieben Energy Associates, together with Grace Lake Corporate Center staff and
building engineers, and DTE Energy’s energy efficiency incentive program
administrator Nexant, performed retro-commissioning.

Implemented Measures
Annual Electricity Savings
Annual Natural Gas Savings
Annual Energy Cost Savings
Implementation Cost
Simple Payback

11
1,951,000 kWh
24,300 Ccf
$144,000
$3,000
< 1 Month

What is Retro-Commissioning?
Retro-commissioning (RCx) is the well-established practice of investigating a building’s operations to identify opportunities to optimize
performance of energy-consuming HVAC and lighting systems. RCx reduces annual energy use by 5–10%, and sometimes up to 20%, with
minimal expense and negligible disruption. Many utilities offer incentive programs that help underwrite RCx project costs.

Project Summary
The team collaborated on an 8-month RCx project, reducing electricity and
natural gas use through the implementation of low-cost, rapid-payback
energy-saving measures.
Sieben Energy Associates (SEA) discovered that the BAS, although wellmaintained, did not utilize optimized control sequences. SEA evaluated
operational data and designed strategies to reduce energy use of airhandling units (AHUs), cooling and heating plant equipment, air
compressors, terminal units, and lighting. The most significant measures
maximized the effectiveness of ventilation by reducing fan use throughout
the year, gas use for heating in winter, and chilled water use in summer.
Verified electricity savings totaled nearly 2 million kilowatt-hours—more
than double the original target. The project was honored as one of three
finalists for the 2016 Michigan Governor’s Energy Excellence Award. The 11
implemented measures included:





Adjusting AHU schedules during unoccupied hours.
Controlling dynamo-area AHUs based upon space temperature.
Lowering required outside air percentages and cooling set-points for certain AHUs.
Turning off excessive air conditioning serving the data center and excessive chilled water pumps.

The graphic below illustrates how Chilled Water Pump (CHWP) 1 continued to idle instead of dropping to zero.
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IIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
10 WEST 35TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60616

IIT Research Instute

Preheat System Replacement

Project Overview
Illinois Instute of Technology Research Instute (IITRI) occupies a laboratory building at the main
campus of Illinois Instute of Technology (IIT) in Chicago, Illinois. The building includes two BSL-3
labs, many intox labs, analycal chemistry labs and a signiﬁcant vivarium. The building has undergone many renovaons over its lifeme with some less than posive results. Spagnolo Enterprises,
Ltd was contacted by IIT, the operator of the building for IITRI in May of 2014 to evaluate the connuous failures of steam preheat coils in many of their 100% outside air, air handling units serving
the building.
The LSR building, constructed in the early to mid-1950’s, is a two story building with a paral basement. The overall ﬂoor area is approximately 100,000 square feet and is venlated at a rate of 10
to 15 air changes per hours depending on the use. 125 psig steam is sold and delivered to the
building from the campus boiler plant. The steam is distributed at various pressures to varying
loads throughout the building. This project began by evaluang four preheat coils that connued
to fail each year of service as a result of 100 psig steam being supplied directly to the coils. These
coils included face and bypass dampers and no control valves. The live steam eroded coil tubes annually resulng in undesirable condions. Furthermore, the coils were le acve year round with
no shut oﬀ available, connuously wasng energy. This invesgaon led to further review of the
steam and condensate systems where we found higher pressure condensates being blended with
lower pressure condensate and more failed equipment.

Project Objecve
•
•
•
•

Replace the exisng steam coils that connue to fail
Improve the environmental condions
Reduce operang expenses including connuous repairs and maintenance
Reduce the ulity costs

The simple ﬁx to the problem of failing coils would have been to replace the coils and reduce the
pressure of steam entering the coils. Control valves would also beneﬁt the facility. However, aer
further evaluaon of the steam and condensate piping systems, it was determined that the modiﬁcaons required were so signiﬁcant and physically challenging that an alternave method was necessary. We immediately evaluated physical constraints including abandoned equipment, piping
and ductwork, operang methods and costs, and reports of ongoing concerns. The soluon was to
look at a holisc approach for the enre building which led to the design of new steam to hot water converters and distribuon to service all of the preheat needs for the lab building.
The design included pulling back steam distribuon piping to the source, installing mulple heat
exchangers to serve the loads and oﬀer redundancy, installing distribuon pumps and control
valves at each load and integrang the system into the building management system. Faulty steam
and condensate piping was removed to eliminate dead legs and mulple condensate pressures being combined.

Project Results
1. Energy Eﬃciency:
Rather than allowing the 125 psig steam to ﬂow through the face and bypass coils connuously
year round, erode the coil tubes and add heat to the cooling coils, we elected to replace the
steam coils with hot water/glycol coils with pressure independent modulang control valves.
The revision allows for improved temperature control to setpoint during the heang season including an outdoor air reset schedule for the ﬂuid, disabling of the preheat system during outdoor air temperatures above 45 degrees Fahrenheit, precise control of the heat exchanger output temperatures with one third two third industrial grade control valves sized for increased
pressure drops to avoid the need for pressure reducing staons and increased energy savings.
The savings experienced for a ﬁve month period of this year compared to the last heang season of the same months was $220,775.26. IITRI pays IIT Power for their steam consumpon.
2. Innovaons:
We took advantage of two newer technologies on this project. Both involved control valves.
First, we used industrial grade steam control valves with pneumac actuators and digital controllers. Instead of reducing steam pressure at convenonal pressure reducing staons and
passing it through control valves at the heat exchangers, we selected control valves with higher
pressure drops which resulted in smaller valves, beer modulaon or authority and beer control. We included valves selected for one third the capacity and two thirds the capacity both
with 125 psig steam entering.
The other innovaon included the use of pressure independent control valves for the heang
coils at the air handling units. The pressure independent valves oﬀer ghter control at varying
system pressures. We are assured precise ﬂow as system pressure modulates therefore prevenng the steam control valves from hunng and or over shoong their setpoints.

3. Operaons and Maintenance:
The new system reduced the quanty of steam traps in the system, eliminated the need for
condensate routed on the roof along with electric heat tape for freeze protecon, the electric
condensate pumps were removed as they connued to fail with elevated condensate temperatures and most importantly the connuously failing coils were replaced with new glycol water
coils. The pumps iniate automacally based on outdoor air temperatures, they rotate weekly
for even wear me as do the heat exchangers. All new equipment is monitored and adjustable
from the building management system.
4. Cost Eﬀecveness:
The cost to install the new heat exchangers, pumps, coils, and piping distribuon system was
$763,987.00. With only ﬁve months of conﬁrmed savings of $220,775.26 the simple payback is
less than 3.5 years. We are tracking costs for the year to determine ﬁnal savings. As the values
are shared with us, we will connue to adjust the economic analysis.
5. Environmental Impact:
The new installaon reduces water consumpon at the main boiler plant. We are now able to
return all condensate to the central plant. Eliminaon of trapped condensate piping allows us
to get all condensate sorted, ﬂashed, recovered and returned to the boiler plant for reuse.

Chicago Animal Care & Control (David R. Lee Animal Care Center)
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The Lee Animal Care and Control Facility houses over 500 animals, many of which have been taken from
the streets to give proper care, in separate kennels. Primera Engineers was contracted to perform a
comprehensive study and assessment of the existing HVAC system, which investigated the filtering,
ventilation, and existing pneumatic controls for each air handler.
Based on the results of the study, Primera designed the upgrade of a majority of the mechanical and
temperature controls systems to improve the air quality and comfort in the building while also providing
clean, odorless, and uncontaminated air into each of the individual kennels. Primera’s innovative Energy
Efficiency design involved Energy Recovery Wheels, Dynamic V8 Electronic Filters, Aircuity Optinet
System, and Chillers. The living conditions for the animals are greatly improved with the implementation
of the new HVAC system.

PrimeraEng.com

CASE STUDY

OKO TOWER
MOSCOW, RUSSIA

The 1.5 hectare OKO Tower is located in the new Moscow City
development, and provides nearly half a million square meters of new
development including exclusive residences, premium Class A office
space, and parking.
The residential and office program are separated into two distinct
towers, each expressing its specific function. The two towers are inspired
by their relationship to the site, skyline, and climate of Moscow. Both
towers are defined by their large faceted facades that gently taper
away from each other as they rise. Referencing the icy landscape. the
glass facades offer varying degrees of translucency and reflection of
the Moscow sky. The slender 353-meter residential tower, the tallest
residential building in Europe, is located on the southwest corner of the
site. The façade of the residential tower is randomly faceted with angled
strips of glazing, directing light further into the unit and providing an
opportunity for natural ventilation on the elevation.
The building’s lighting design employs high-efficiency fixtures with
daylight sensors and dimming controls in the perimeter public zones.
Occupancy sensors are also utilized to automatically shut-off lights
during periods of non-use. Even though the new building appears nearly
transparent, it achieves a wall-to-window ratio of less than 75% with an
improvement over the maximum ASHRAE 90.1-2007 allowable U-Value
of more than 65% reduction. A study was performed to understand the
impact of PM 2.5 on the ability to open windows for natural ventilation;
the angled panels every three façade modules provided an opportunity
to introduce natural ventilation, incorporating ventilated mullions.
The air-side systems for the hotel amenity and residential units will
include dedicated outside air units with an integral energy recovery
wheel for heat recovery from the toilet exhaust system with a minimum
effectiveness of 75%. Supply and return air systems employ variable
speed controls, modulating fan speeds in response to changes in cooling
and heating requirements, limiting wear and tear on HVAC equipment
and providing energy savings.

COMPLETED 2015
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500 kW Wind
Turbine
70 ton vertical bore
geo-exchange well
field behind building

266 kW DC solar
PV system under
construction

Figure 1. Energy Use and Renewable Energy Production—Jan to Aug 2016

Figure 2. Cumulative Net Energy Use & % Energy Provided by Renewables

Building Energy Performance Summary
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CASE STUDY
OTHER WORLD COMPUTING—GALAXY WAY, WOODSTOCK , IL
Energy Efficiency
In Spring 2010 Other World Computing Incorporated (OWC), a privately owned
corporation, received their LEED Platinum certification (NC Version 2.2) for their
new headquarters facility on Galaxy Way, Woodstock, IL. The LEED certification
also included 3 credits for EAc2 resulting from an on-site wind turbine. In 2012
OWC received their Energy Star certification. The key energy efficiency and
renewable energy features include:
a. Building envelope insulation values that exceed ASHRAE 90.1-2004. This includes: double-glazed, low-E,
argon-filled, fixed-windows with thermally-broken aluminum framing; pre-insulated, high-thermal mass precast concrete panel structure and finished exterior with additional interior insulation and finished gypsum
walls. The high window and wall insulation levels allowed the design team to eliminate a separate perimeter
heating system. The high wall and roof insulation levels allowed the design team to use a simple plenum
return air system. The high insulation levels help simplify and reduce the cost of the HVAC systems.
b. Exterior and interior window shading elements. Fixed exterior horizontal window shading elements
reduce solar gain and glare. Manually operable interior shades provide added adjustable thermal and glare
control.
c. Heat pump geo-exchange heating and cooling system for all HVAC systems and for the IT server room.
This includes a vertical well field rated for approximately 70 tons of cooling capacity. During the winter the
heat pumps that serve the IT server room inject their heat of rejection into the condenser water loop,
thereby virtually eliminating the need for any supplemental heating. Only two of the 11 heat pumps (that
serve critical zones) have supplemental heating (electric resistance).
d. Distributed condenser water pumping. Instead of a central, or a primary/secondary, pumping system for
the condenser water loop, each heat pump is equipped with its own pump(s) that operate as necessary and
thus reduce total pumping energy.
e. Multi-zone, Variable Volume & Temperature (VVT) air distribution. About half of the heat pumps serve
multi-zone air distribution systems for improved temperature control. They are controlled by a VVT-like
sequence of control that enables temperature control in multiple spaces with varying loads and minimal use
of electric reheat.
f. Evaporative cooling and heat recovery for the ventilation air. Outdoor air for ventilation is supplied by a
roof-top unit that functions as a direct and indirect evaporative cooler to temper and dehumidify the outdoor
air during the summer and to preheat the outdoor air with waste heat from the building exhaust during the
winter.
g. Demand-control ventilation uses wall-mounted carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors in critical zones. The CO2
sensors control the amount of outdoor air delivered to a zone and to a heat pump in order to efficiently
provide the amount of outdoor air needed for breathing.
h. Air Economizer for the IT server room. One of the outcomes of the SEDAC Level 3 Energy Assessment &
Feasibility Report done in 2013 was to upgrade the HVAC system serving the IT server room so that outdoor
air is used when appropriate for cooling.
i. High efficiency interior and exterior lighting. T-5 fluorescent lamp/ballast technology, along with highly
reflective troffers, are the foundation of the highly efficient interior general lighting. The general lighting is
designed to take into account task lighting where ever it is available—in the offices as well as at work stations
in the warehouse, testing and picking and shipping areas. High efficiency exterior metal-halide fixtures
illuminate the building exterior and parking lot. Daylight is directed from roof-mounted collectors through
fiber optic conduits to the few interior spaces with no windows.
j. Occupancy-based and daylight harvesting lighting controls. Occupancy sensors activate lights when rooms
and warehouse storage aisles are occupied. Daylight harvesting controls modulate the light levels through
the ballasts or in steps depending on whether the lights being controlled are the perimeter office areas or in
the skylight lit warehouse/storage areas.
k. Central Energy Management System (EMS). Enabled the design team and controls contractors to develop
a customized sequence of control that will optimally control for the zone dampers, heat pumps, outdoor air
dampers and the few supplemental electric reheats.
l. On-site Soar and Wind Renewable Energy Systems. This site has two renewable energy systems: a 500 kW
wind-turbine and a 266kW DC rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) system. The wind turbine has been operating
since 2011 one year after the building was first occupied. Another outcome of the SEDAC Level 3 Assessment
was to invest in a rooftop solar PV system to enable OWC-Galaxy Way to become a net-zero energy facility.
The solar PV system was installed and commissioned in the Fall of 2015 with the first full month of energy
production occurring in December 2015. Figure 1 includes the production data for both the wind and solar
PV systems through August 31, 2016. The sum of all the bar components is the actual building energy use for
the month. Note that wind energy production is greatest during colder weather when solar energy
production is lowest and solar energy production is highest when wind energy production is lowest. The two
renewable sources complement each other resulting in fairly consistent renewable energy production
throughout the year.
Figure 2 shows the monthly cumulative net energy use for the building and the corresponding cumulative %
of building energy generated by the wind and solar PV systems. By August 31, the renewable energy systems
had generated renewable energy totaling 95% of the cumulative energy need of the facility. The table below
shows that adding the solar PV system has increased the % building energy use provided by renewables from
64% in 2013 to 95% in 2016.
m. Energy Monitoring System. As part of the solar PV project, we upgraded accuracy of the energy
monitoring system to enable it to measure real power use and power factor energy used by the facility,
energy sold to the utility grid, energy produced by the wind turbine and energy produced by the solar PV
system. The system is monitored through the BAS and allows us to periodically compare with the utility bill
data that is based on the utility’s net metering system.

COMPLETED 2015—ONGOING MONITORING
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Indoor Air Quality
The system is designed to provide 30% more than the recommended minimum
outdoor air to the breathing zone of the building. The air distribution system was
kept simple, overhead supply air registers and a plenum return system with a
resulting average ventilation effectiveness of 0.70 during the heating season and
1.0 during the cooling season. The ventilation procedure method in ASHRAE
Standard 62.1-2004 was used to determine the corresponding required outdoor
air intake rate.

To efficiently condition the required large additional amount of outside air, a roof-top outdoor air handler
was selected that uses evaporative cooling to pre-cool and dehumidify the outdoor air during the cooling
season and pre-heat the outdoor air by recovering heat from the building exhaust air during the heating
season. The carbon dioxide sensors are located in critical zones (those having the highest occupancy levels
and corresponding highest outdoor air per sq. ft. (zone of maximum ventilation air demand) requirements in
the area served by a given heat pump. This enables the HVAC system to vary the amount of delivered
outdoor air based on occupancy.
The total outdoor air input rate is monitored by the air flow station located at the roof-top outdoor air
handler. This provides an added check to ensure the appropriate total amount of outdoor air is entering the
building. Air-borne particulates are captured by the MERV-13 filters at each heat pump and by floor mats at
each building entry.
The building was designed to enable maintaining indoor temperatures that meet the guidelines of ASHRAE
Standard 55-2004 for mechanically ventilated spaces. During the cooling season relative humidity is
controlled through the regular dx cooling process which also dehumidifies. During the heating season, the
IT room is humidified in order to avoid static discharge. The rest of the building does not require any special
dehumidification according to ASHRAE Std 55-2004 or by the nature of the activities in the building.

Innovation

The innovative features in this design include :

a. eliminating a separate perimeter heating system and most reheats by taking advantage of the high
insulation level in the building envelope;
b. using the waste heat generated by cooling the IT room to heat the other parts of the building and to avoid
over-sizing the geothermal system. This enabled sizing the geothermal field to handle the required cooling
load ;
c. using evaporative cooling and heat recovery to reduce the cooling and heating loads resulting from
introducing large amounts of outdoor air ;
d. using a re-built wind turbine on-site to cost-effectively displace utility-purchased electricity. The rebult
500 kW wind-turbine enabled installing a sizable wind turbine at about half the cost of installing a new wind
turbine.
e. occupancy sensors in the warehouse storage aisles
f. various daylight harvesting controls and conduits to direct sunlight to interior spaces.

Maintenance & Operation
a. There are no air-cooled condensers to clean and maintain. The heat exchange surfaces are all located
underground and are not subject to fouling or damage.
b. All the heat pump/ventilation systems are inside the building instead of on the roof. Therefore the
equipment is protected from weather, it is more accessible for maintenance & operation, it results in fewer
penetrations through the roof membrane and less wear and tear on the roof membrane.
c. Central Energy Management System (EMS) makes it easier for staff to monitor key system parameters
such as indoor temperature, carbon dioxide levels, discharge air temperatures, compressor and fan status,
etc. It also makes it convenient to adjust setpoints, schedules and sequence of control programming to
optimize equipment performance.
d. Written Sequences of Control and Operation & Maintenance procedures are customized for this building
and help make it easier to keep the systems operating optimally. The commissioning process helped to
optimize system operations and establish the O&M procedures.
e. Service contracts are in place for routine periodic maintenance of the HVAC systems.
f. Web-based building tour and description of features provides staff with an introduction to the builidng’s
energy saving, indoor air quality and other green features. See www.macsales.com and click on
Environmental at the bottom of the Home page, or go directly to https://eshop.macsales.com/thinkgreen/
g. Designated Corporate-Exectuve level building systems manager, Lawrence O’Connor Sr. is responsible
and has the authority to address and resolve building operation & maintenance issues.

Environmental Impact

a. Reduced amount of waste heat. Waste heat is reduced by: i) using the geo-exchange heat pump system
to transfer waste heat into the ground during the cooling season instead of dumping it into the air the
stored waste heat is then available to heat the facility during the heating season eliminates burning fossil
fuels and using utility electric power produced and delivered at about 30% efficiency that requires cooling
towers to dump central plant waste heat and water vapor into the atmosphere; ii) the on-site wind and solar
PV generated electricity and air-side economizer for the IT server room eliminate the waste heat that would
otherwise be produced at the: on-site cooling compressor serving the IT server room; central utility plants
generate and deliver the electricity to OWC; iii) the air-economizer systems, heat recovery and evaporative
cooling reduces the mechanical cooling energy required for the ventilation air

Reduced amount of greenhouse gas emissions. Greenhouse gases are reduced by: i) the geo-exchange
heat pump system avoids on-site fossil fuel burning (expect for one small gas-fired domestic water heater for
the washrooms) and reduces on-site carbon dioxide production; ii) the on-site renewable energy production
displaces use of utility generated electricity; iii) the air-economizer systems, heat recovery and evaporative
cooling reduces the mechanical cooling energy required for the ventilation air

J. T. KATRAKIS & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Energy & Environmental Engineering, Consulting and Management
418 North Avenue, Barrington, IL 60010
Ph: 847-382-1877 Fx: 847-382-8194 www.jtkatrakisassociates.com
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John G. Stroger, Jr. Hospital is the flagship facility of the Cook County Health and Hospitals System. The
hospital has over 450 beds, nearly 100 outpatient clinics and a Level 1 Trauma Center.
Primera was contracted by Johnson Controls to design a heat recovery system to capture the maximum
amount of available waste heat from the Stroger campus steam boiler plant flue gases and return that
heat to campus systems. The recovered heat is used to increase condensate return loop temperature,
preheat city makeup water to boiler plant, and preheat domestic hot water. The new system captures
not only sensible but also latent heat of the boiler flue gas. The implementation of this high-efficiency,
condensing heat recovery system improves boiler efficiency and provides the Hospital with significant
energy savings, reducing its overall impact on the environment.

PrimeraEng.com

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
SAIEH HALL FOR ECONOMICS

LOCATION
Chicago, Illinois
OWNER
The University of Chicago
PROJECT TEAM
dbHMS
Ann Beha Architects
ecube, inc.
COMPLETED
2014
AWARDS
AIA Illinois Frank Lloyd Wright Award
for New Design or Renovation, 2016
CBC Merit Awards-CBC/COAA
Owner’s Choice Awards, 2015
Design Excellence Awards, Boston
Society of Architects, Honor Award,
2014
SEAOI Excellence in Structural
Engineering, Best Renovation /
Retrofit, 2014
SCUP Excellence in Planning Honor
Award, 2014

The renovation of Saieh Hall (100,000 sf) concentrated on
the adaptive re-use of and addition to the historic Theological
Seminary building constructed between 1923 and 1928. The
building consolidated the educational program on the west and
the administrative offices on the east, allowing the load and airflow
distribution to be uniform throughout each wing.
The building is served by campus steam and chilled water systems.
The conditioning of a historic space requires systems that provide
a balance of efficient airflow delivery, while maintaining the
appropriate aesthetics. The design solution included an analysis
of computational fluid dynamics to optimize an airflow delivery
method at select areas in the chapel, ensuring adequate cooling
and heating throughout the space.

SAIEH HALL FOR ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

CONCEPT DIAGRAM
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The project achieved LEED Gold certification.

SUPPLY AND RETURN
PIPING FOR HIGH GRADE CHILLED
WATER AND HIGH GRADE HOT WATER

Saieh Hall includes an array of active chilled beams throughout
the building. Local hot water radiators provide an aesthetic effect
throughout the building and tie into the local controls for each
zone. Coupled with the chilled beam system, a dedicated outside
air unit that provides ventilation air into the building. The system
has energy recovery capabilities through an energy recovery wheel
integral to the unit.
Table 1: Predicted Energy Performance Relative to ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Baseline
Energy

Energy Model

Baseline

Electricity Consumption

655,172 kWh

714,879 kWh

Purchased Chilled Water

2,284354 kBtu

3,127,174 kBtu

Purchased Steam

2,054,818 kBtu

3,663,465 kBtu

Total Consumption

6,575 MMBtu

9,230 MMBtu

Table 2: CO2 Reduction from ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Baseline
Energy

Energy Model

Baseline

Reduction

LBs CO2 Emitted*

769,078

714,879 kWh

310,555

Estimated Building Energy Intensity (kBtu/sf)

65.2

91.6

26.3

University of Chicago KCBD
Retro-Commissioning

Facility Data: The Knapp Center for Biomedical Discovery (KCBD) is a 330,000-square-foot building
completed in 2009. It provides labs, a vivarium, and office space for research groups including the
Institute for Pediatric Molecular Sciences, devoted to the genetic influence of childhood diseases.
Scope of Project: G/BA provided retro-commissioning services in two phases between 2014 and 2015.
Project Summary:
Primary heating for the
medical campus is supplied
by the university’s central
high-pressure steam plant.
Pressure-reducing valve
stations and heating hot water
converters are located in the
lower level mechanical room.
Low-, medium-, and highpressure systems are used
for clean steam generation,
sterilizer equipment, and
humidification. Heating hot water is used for AHU heating coils, terminal unit reheat coils,
baseboard hot water heat, radiant heating panels, and fan coil units.
The chilled water system is a variable secondary, constant primary configuration served
by three water-cooled, electric centrifugal chillers. The total cooling capacity is 3,600 tons.
Cooling is provided year-round.
The ventilation system includes a total of 18 AHUs. The breakdown of unit types includes four
100% OA VAV units for the vivarium, eight 80% OA VAV units with lab exhaust heat recovery,
and six CV units serving mechanical spaces. The building is controlled by a DDC system.
G/BA retro-commissioned the facility as part of the ComEd Smart Ideas incentive
program. The first phase aimed to identify and implement low-cost, short-payback energy
conservation measures to improve sustainability and reduce operating costs. The second
phase focused on larger capital projects. Though the RCx project targeted energy efficiency,
some ongoing operational problems were revealed during early planning.
Heating problems had given rise to the idea that heating capacity was insufficient. AHUs
would often shut down in response to low-temperature safety switches; humidifiers would
behave erratically in response to pressure changes; and the steam PRVs required constant
maintenance. Extreme negative pressures caused elevators to shut down and lobby curtain
walls to frost over. The KCBD was one of the campus’s newest buildings, but it had been a
nightmare for the facilities staff and operating engineers. They were hesitant to allow the RCx
team to propose changes to the critical AHUs or lab exhaust systems.
To model the building steam load, the engineers checked the hot water systems with an ultrasonic flow meter and used trending data from the steam systems. The model suggested that the
building had a design capacity of about 177% of the estimated peak steam load. Capacity was
ample, but there was clearly some problem with how that capacity was being used.
RCx investigation identified multiple issues that were limiting the capacity of the building
heating systems. The steam system and air handling units were both involved. The engineer
determined that a holistic approach would be necessary, and that correcting each of these
issues individually would not solve the problem.

AHU return damper would open, return air would be stolen from the paired AHU. This
would again cause a drop in MAT and a low-temp trip condition of the other unit.
•

Third, because of the previous issues, the controls sequence had been modified to enable
the preheat valves when the outside air temperature reached 39°F, and to start the valves
100% open. The AHUs would quickly overshoot the PHT setpoint (and DAT again), and
the preheat valve would close. Because the valve was closing but the heating load was
increasing as the OAT decreased, the AHU could trip off on the low-temperature limit.
Also, all AHUs would enable preheat valves simultaneously, drastically increasing the
low-pressure steam demand. The steam PRVs would open up significantly to satisfy the
load. The preheat heat exchangers would take most of the steam, and the AHU steam
humidifiers would start to open their valves more to maintain humidification. The
preheat system load would satisfy quickly because the AHU valves would start closing,
and the heat exchanger steam valves would start closing as well. The humidifier valves
were then open more than necessary, so the AHUs would start humidifying excessively.

Two more issues were identified with the steam system that limited the capacity of the
heating system. First, the preheat hot water heat exchangers were served by 1/3 and 2/3
steam valves. The two 1/3 valve pneumatic actuators had failed, forcing the valves closed.
The BAS was still commanding the 1/3 valves open, but operators did not know they were
closed, since the 2/3 valves were operating correctly. This caused a drop in system capacity.
Second, the low-pressure steam PRV station was not set up correctly. The station had three
parallel lines, each with a primary and secondary PRV. All secondary PRVs were set to maintain
the low-pressure setpoint of 15 psi. The secondary PRVs would often fight each other since they
were trying to maintain the same setpoint. This caused large swings at the upstream pressure
gauge, contributing to the theory that the campus system was to blame. Through RCx, the PRVs
were adjusted to setpoints of 15 psi, 13 psi, and 11 psi, allowing them to stage properly.
Energy Efficiency: All of these issues led to unstable heating and steam systems. Correcting
these issues allowed the heating system to use return air and the energy recovery system to
improve energy efficiency. Annual savings of 88,000 therms were verified.
Operations and Maintenance: O&M was drastically improved by steadying temperature
and pressure control, reducing the amount of AHU shut downs from low-temperature
safety switches and reducing wear on the steam PRVs.
Indoor Air Quality: Corrections led to a significant improvement in the stability of the
HVAC systems and proper filtration and control of ventilation air.
Innovation: Initially, the owner assumed that an extreme design change would be necessary.
However, by discarding a prescriptive RCx approach, and tackling issues holistically, the
engineer was able to use detailed site investigations and data analysis to make the building
work with the existing equipment.
Cost Effectiveness: Phase I was funded by ComEd and resulted in verified savings of
$106,000 per year with a payback of less than a year. Phase II found additional low-cost
controls modifications and equipment repairs that could improve the building operation
instead of major design modifications.

Each of the eight laboratory AHUs contains a heat recovery coil, return damper (RAD),
preheat coil, and cooling coil. Return fans are shared between four paired sets of AHUs.
Three issues were identified regarding the AHU temperature control/unit configuration:
•

First, the design sequence noted that the when the heat recovery water leaving
temperature dropped below 30°F, the three-way control valve was supposed to
modulate closed. Instead of modulating the heat recovery valve to maintain a leaving
temperature of 30°F, the valve would actually close quickly. This resulted in a quick
drop in mixed air temperature (MAT) and main heat recovery supply water temperature.
The affected AHU would trip off on low temperature, and the other AHUs would trip
due to the drop in temperature of the heat recovery fluid temperature.

•

Second, each AHU would control its own RAD to maintain the discharge air temperature
(DAT) setpoint, while the preheat coil would operate to maintain the preheat coil
discharge temperature (PHT) setpoint. This caused fighting between the two systems:
as the preheat valve would modulate open to maintain the PHT, the DAT would be
affected, causing the return damper to close. This scenario was preventing heat recovery
of the return air and resulting in low-temp trips. Additionally, if an AHU preheat
valve modulated closed, causing a small drop in DAT, the return damper would open.
Unfortunately, the AHU return dampers were not pressure-independent, so when one
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